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Nupur Sharma the greatest villain of History ? (Thread)

After reading this thread Ur outlook abt Peaceful will completely change. This

thread will answer why killings have been happening from last 1400 years on the

name of reliz@n

Lets start

1/15

#Sarcasm

Why did Muhammad Ghouri attacked on India in 1191, brutally Killed Prithviraj by deception, raped 1000s of Hindu women n

killed Hindus ?

Coz he was angry with statement of Nupur Sharma

Why did Allauddin Khiljai attacked on Chittaurgarh n caused 1000s of Hindu women along with Maa Padmini to do Jauhar ?

Coz he thought Nupur Sharma was hiding at Chittorgarh

Why did Babar destroyed Ram temple at Ayodhya and built Babri ?

Coz he was deeply offended by Nupur Sharma n wanted to teach her lesson.

Why did Aurangzeb destroyed 100s of temples including Kashi n Mathura n killed n numbers of Hindus n raped Hindu

women ?

Coz he was angry with Nupur Sharma for calling a fountain to Shiva linga
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Why Bakhtiyar Khilaji attacked on Nalanda University n burned it in ashes

Coz he was angry with Nupur Sharma

Why did Hindus were butchered in Moplah in 1921 at Kerala ?

Coz local Nair supported Nupur Sharma n due to this local Muslim got angry

Why did Direct action day happen in 1946 ? Why did Jinnah demanded for separate country on the name of religion ?

Coz Jinnah didn't want to live in a country where Nupur Sharma lives

Why did genocide of Kashmiri Pandit occurred in 1990 at Kashmir ?

Coz Nupur Sharma is also Pandit

Why did 100s of Hindu Girls were raped by Ajmer Khadims in 1990-1992 ?

Coz they were angry with Nupur Sharma

Why did

9/11 attack on Twins Tower New York

2002 Bali bombing

2004 Madrid train bombing

2005 London underground train bombing

2007 Mumbai local train blast

2008 Ahmedabad blast, Mumbai attack

2014 Peshawar school Massacre

2015 genocide of Yazdi by ISIS, Charlie Hebdo attack

2016 Berlin truck attack

2017 Christian church bombing at Egypt, Barcelona attack, Somalia bombing

2019, Priyanka ester bombing, London bridge stabbing

2020 - beheading of Samual Pety at France

2021- New Zealand stabbing

2022 - Peshawar mosque attack, Nigeria Christian killing

Why all these terrorist attacked happened all around the world by Izl@mic terrorism ?

Coz they all were angry with Nupur Sharma

Why #KanhaiyaLal and Umesh Kolhe were killed at Udaipur n Amravati ?

Coz killers were angry with Nupur Sharma



So now U must have got the answer, Why killing happening all around the world from last 1400 years ?

Answer is Nupur Sharma

I demand GOI to provide Bharat Ratna to Milordz who enlightened the world to find the answer of this unanswered question

of last 1400 year

End
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U can copy this thread from here in evening

https://t.co/QJGDnIM68v

Nupur Sharma sud be held responsible for this ■

According to Mialordz, Libtards, Congress, Owaisi n other opposition parties
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